
Funasset integrates a mailing solution for
Maidstone and Tunbridge Wells NHS Trust that streamlines 

mail production and cuts associated costs by 45%

NHS Trust Significantly

Reduces Mailing Overheads

Funasset is a UK-based software development 
company that has specialised in developing, 
integrating and supporting connectivity, 
document and mail solutions since 1986. 
Customers include Boeing Defence, NATS, UK 
Mail, Xerox, local Government and the NHS. Key 
products include Minkz Mail, Xerox Mail and imail.

The Challenge
Maidstone and Tunbridge Wells NHS Trust (MTW) were looking for a supplier to assist in 
the process of volume mailing. The trust’s mail output had increased in recent years to 
the point where the cost of processing patient letters was no longer economical.

MTW decided to use UK Mail’s hybrid mail system, imail to ful�ll its mailing requirement. 
However, due to NHS N3 network security restrictions it was not possible for mail to be 
transmitted to a third-party offsite facility. Funasset were therefore instructed to provide 
a single and secure point of connectivity and a user interface for MTW staff.

The Solution
Funasset integrated its Minkz Mail solution at MTW so mail could be composed and 
managed by staff then transmitted via the NHS N3 secure network to imail for printing, 
�nishing and posting. Prior to being transmitted, Minkz Mail checks each address and 
post code for accuracy, sorts mail and, if necessary, combines it then applies �nishing 
and postal barcodes. An electronic copy of a patient’s letter is also optionally sent to 
their GP/consultant via the NHS Docman system.

Minkz Mail is an enterprise software solution that 
enables organisations to compose, manage, print 
and �nish mail in such a way that associated 
overheads are signi�cantly reduced, the mailing 
process becomes more streamlined and 
documents are managed in a controlled and 
secure environment.

To find out more about Minkz Mail, or to arrange a demonstration,
call 01823 365864 or visit minkzmail.com
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Key Bene�ts
 Mail can be transmitted to third-party 

offsite printing and �nishing facilities via 
the NHS N3 secure network.

 The address and post code of mail is 
checked for accuracy so undeliverables 
and returns are minimised.

 A folder inserter 2D barcode is applied to 
mail to ensure its integrity.

 Mail is sorted so the best Royal Mail bulk 
mail discount is attained.

 Mail destined for the same recipient is 
combined in the same envelope resulting 
in reduced mail volume and costs.

 Mail assets such as maps and lea�ets are 
automatically included with patient 
letters when necessary.

 With printing and �nishing being 
performed at third-party facilities, MTW 
staff have more time to perform other 
duties and core tasks.

 Existing patient management processes, 
applications (including PAS) and letter 
templates can continue to be used 
without change.

 Web and desktop interfaces mean MTW 
staff can compose and manage mail from 
almost anywhere.

 Dynamic insertion of paragraphs and 
footer information means reduced letter 
composition work for MTW staff.

 Integration with the NHS Docman system 
means patient letters no longer need to 
be posted to GPs/consultants.

 Comprehensive reports enable valuable 
information such as mail volume to be 
accessible by MTW staff.

 The ability to have mail printed and 
�nished by multiple UK Mail print centres 
ensures resilience.

 ISO 27001 certi�ed solution and supplier 
means NHS data security requirements 
are adhered to.

Saving (Apr 2014 to Mar 2015)

MTW 1st and 2nd class mail volume for 
Apr 2014 to March 2015 and the cost 
before and after Minkz Mail integration.

“Using Minkz Mail made it possible 
for us to transmit our mail to 

third-party print and �nishing 
facilities like imail.”

Service Improvement Project Manager
Maidstone & Tunbridge Wells NHS Trust
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Saving = £244,044 (45%)
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